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NLCShores Up
Sinking O'Leorys
by Stuart Rawlings
(Stuart Rawlings is a third-year G W law student who '
has been working on the O'Leary case with Prof. Eric
Sirulnik as a project for Prof. Starr's course "Housing the'
Poor.'1
If you go down to the Washin,gton Marina (1300 K
Str~et, S;,E.)~ou can't help running into the "good ship
Ch~cago: It s an 8?-foot, green antique Army vessel
which files the American flag upside down on the stern
and a large SOS banner on the bow.
In,side the "Chicago" live the "Fighting O'Learies", a
family of two parents and seventeen children. If you
knock on the ,cabindo~r, you are likely to bewelcomed by
one of the 0 Leary children and then escorted inside to
meet James O'Leary Sr. He is blue-eyed and tanned from
many years at sea. When he shakes your hand he will
likely give you a wink and an impish smile. '
:'My family's in a hostile port,", he will say, "We've
sailed all over the world, including China, but never
before has a port refused to give us water. Now here,
they've cut off our water, our electricity, and they're tryin'
to set us adrift, if you get my grist. ..... "
"Why are they doing this?" you may ask. " ,
"Because people just don't like big families," he may
answer; but the real answer is rooted in an amazing story
that goes back many years. ' ,
O'Leary hands on deck,of"Chicago"
C6urtExperience Offered
S.B.A. :Sets Election'S
'by Howard Rosenthal
The Student Bar Assoc-
iation has amended its
'constitution to advance the
date' of its' elections. The
amendment, passed. un-
. animously at last week's
S.B.A. meeting, reads as
follows: .
A general election shall be
conducted on the second
Thursday after the return
from the scheduled spring
recess. The terms of those
elected shall commence
lmmealetet»,
This year's S.B.A. e-
lection will be conducted
on April 12.
The - S.B.A. also ap-
proved motions calling u-
pon it to use and to
encourage- others to use
recycled paper, and to
investigate the possibility
of getting additional food
machines in Stockton Hall.
A motion to have the
S.B.A. investigate the pos-
sibility of replacing Pepsi-
Cola machines with those
of another brand, as part of
the nationwide Pepsi boy-
cott resulting from the
company's trade with the
Soviet Union, was de-·
feated.
The S.B.A. endorsed the
efforts of law student
groups presently attempt-
ing to persuade the Virginia
bar to allow third-year law
students to practice in the I
courts of that state.
by Steve Cook ortant, is the community three cases at a time, said
The D.C. Law Students service function: providing Green, and this involves
in .Court Project is gen- the poor with adequate being in court one morning
erally recognized as the legal' representation that a week to speak to clients
NLC's best clinical pro- they otherwise .wouldn't as their cases come.up on --
gram, at least from. the get. .the docket and the judge
viewpoint of student op- Green stressed that stu- appoints, upon request, a
, portunities. - Applications -dents interested in the student lawyer to represent
for participation in tile program must be willing to them. At this point a
program during summer '73 make a significant time continuance is often re-
"MlKinda Boat" and school year '73-74 are-commitment. NLC stu- quested to allow time for
James O'Learywas born in Hawaii' some sixty years due at the end of this week. dents receive three pass\fail interviews andlor invest-
a90. He was an orphan and recalls living in ten or twelve The program offers third credlts per semester for igation, or to negotiate an
different homes during his childhood. "I was restless" year students from all five their participation, but out-of-court settlement.
he says no~. "You kn?w how men are, if you get ~yD.C. law schools an op- Green feels a student can The Project has estab-
crystal. . . .' portunity to represent in- expect todo 4 credit hours lished 'an excellent rep-
, At the age of twenty, he went to a state fair in Ames digent citizens in pre-trial, worth .of work as a min- utation among D.C.'s
Iowa, where his future wife Florence was attending a food trial, and, if apropos, imum. (Georgetown gives judges, reports Green.
stand. "I went up to swipe some fruit," he says, "She appellate situations in the its students 5 credits). The - Early fears around the
started handin' 'em to me, and I just tumbled." Criminal Division and in the average student carries [See PfWJECT. p.3"
, Several children later, the O'Leary family found Lan.dlord-~e~~nt and Small
themselves living on "the good ship Sailfish" in Kowala Clalm~ Dlvisions of the
Basin, Hawaii. Earjy in the morning of December 7, 1941, . S~pe.nor Court ~or t~e
~ap~n,es~planes strafed the ships in the bay; and the Dlstrlct of Colurnbla. It IS
Sailfish took "a whole string of bullets and nearly the onlX program at the,
sunk." - NLC which provides such
For the next twenty years, the O'Learys worked as a in-court experience." ,
family circus for USO (the United States Overseas-an . The. Project draws its
entertainment agency for the military). Featured in the flna~~lal support .fro~ .the
act were Gary and Larry (identical twins and the oldest participating untversltles,
c~ildren in the family) and Tom, Dick, and Harry (identical' from stu~ent tuition, a~d
'tnplets). The triplets were successful as batboys for the from ~anous community
Los Angeles Angels actors in The Big Circus (starring agencies" most notably
Victor Mature), and attendants for Harpo Marx's wedding. UGF. . It is .admin.istered
They won the LIFE Magazine "Look-Alike" contest, until ~,rom; Its of!lc~s" In the
~no!h~r set of contestants complained that they were Barnster BUlldlng~t 635
ineligible because they.were triplets and not twins. F St., ~"'! by director
The. family played all over the world during these D.udleyWilliams and asst.
years-Includlnq Germany, India, Algerra and Peru. Their dlrecto~ Gerry Green.
act featured such animals as Silver "the 'Wonder Horse'" Ac~ordmg to Green, a
Joabie "the slow-thinking kangaroo"; and Mother "th~ major a~vantage ~o .t~e I
goose who roller-skated on the Ed Sullivan show." prowa~ IS the a~allablllty
Unfortunately, Pan American Airlines lost the O'Leary of WIIl~ams an? hlrnsel] on
monkees (inclu~ing JoX, the spider monkey who logged a fUIl-tl~e basl~ to answ~r
so many hours In the arr that she was given a pilot's li- ~tudent s questions. This
cense) ~etween Guam and the Philippines. This brought IS an advantage over ot~er
the family $14,000 in damages, but an end to the act. programs where supervls-.
. For the last five years, the O'Leary family has been sall-. ors must han?'e their own
Ing boats and getting into trouble around the world. They .caseloads or, In the case of
were stopped by the United States Navy 700 miles off the profe.ssors,' a full-time
coast of ~uam, and towed into ~ort under suspicion of ' teaChing lo.ad. .
gun-runnmg. They were arrested In Pakistan on a charge Green Cited two main
James O'Leary "never did catch" and sent to jail for seven purposes behind the pro-
months. In Hawaii, they were charged with "littering the gram. First, it provides law
dock with 2 tons of junk"; the shore patrol forced their students with a practical
way aboard without a warrant, and in the fight that fol- legal experience that they
lowed 5 policemen and 5 O'Learies were taken to the hos- otherwise wouldn't get..
[See O'LEARY, p.2] Second, and most Imp-
Elections for new officers and representatives of the
S.B.A. will be held the second week in April - on
Thur~day April 12. '
A workshop to discuss the functions and
responsibilities of the SBA and election procedures
will be held on Tuesday, April 3rd, at 3 p.m., and
rep~ated at 7:45 pm in rm 10.
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Student Porficipotion Advocated
. -\!; ~__ • .. ". ~ .~. '" .~. <t.., ! •
The S.B.A.-Faculty Conference Committee students become passlveatumnt. NeithEwis III. SCHOLARSHIP 'COMMITTEE:
of five students and five faculty members, beneficial to maintaining quality education at Proposal: That three (3) voting student
created in the Fall to study student participa- '. the NLC., Meaningful participation will members should be added to the present fac-
tion in the NLC, has submitted its final report provide impetus for continuing involvement as ulty committee of five (5) for a total of eight (8)
to the S.B.A. and to the NLC Faculty. The active alumni. Furthermore, increased student members. The student members would partie-
report's nine proposals must be approved by participation will facilitate communication ipate and vote on all policy decisions, but
both the S.B.A. and the NLC to go into effect. and co-operation between . students and would would neither sit nor deliberate on indi-
" The proposals, which the Conference faculty; While faculty members will become vidual student cases.
Committee worked' on" for three and a half more aware of student interests and recom- . The Scholarship Committee, as presently
months, recommend increased student parti- mendations, students will become more constituted, has three component purposes,
cipation in the NLC decision-making process aware of the problems inherent in the opera- to: (1) award scholarships; (2) set scholastic,
by more involvement in the NLC committees, tionof a law school and adjust their expecta- policy; and (3) deal with scholarship difficul-
and by voting representation for three stu- tions accordingly. ties. By using three .students, each, in
dents in Faculty meetings. We appreciate your careful and thoughtful addition to providing substantial stlJdent in-
. The S.B.A. Assembly at a special meeting consideration of these proposals. Although put in these areas of vital concern to students,
held on Wednesday; February 28, passed all the degree of support for each proposal differs could develop expertise in a specific area of
nine unanimously. (actual vote is indicated after each proposal) committee concern. This would be of substan-
The Conference Committee will present its the committee unanimously recommends that Hal assistance to the administrative and facul-
proposals to the faculty at the Friday, March all of the proposals be submitted for faculty' ty members of the committee.
11 meeting. consideration." . Rationale: In addition to allowing student
The following is the complete text of the re- Respectfully submitted, input in the administration and operation of
port:, James Aaron, -Ray Anderson, the Scholarship Committee, this proposal
The S.B.A.-Faculty Conference Commit- Harold P. Green, James A. Kutcher, Jan would facilitate communication between the
tee has met frequently over the last three and a . Levien, Leroy S. Merrifield, James Phillips, committee and the student body. Student
half months. Its five student and five faculty Edward A. Potts, Donald P. Rothschild, David members are more able to disseminate infor-
members have discussed and debated the J. Sharpe. . mation to other students than either the
issue of student participation, and together, faculty or printed material.
worked through the difficult process of Vote For: 10. Vote Against: O.
drafting the following proposals. The commit- I. COMMUNITY LEGAL CLINIC
tee feels that increasing student input in the Proposal: That four (4) voting student IV. S.B.A.-FACULTY LIAISON COMMITTEE:
decision-making process of the NLC is both members should· be added to the present fac- Proposal: That there be created a LIAISON
desirable and appropriate at this time.. ulty committee of five (5) for a total of nine (9) CommIttee to serve .asa channel of frequent
The enclosed proposals recommend that members. communication between the Deans,the Fac-
student participation be advanced by in- Rationale: Clinical experience directly and ulty and the Student Bar Association.
creased membership participation in the NLC significantly affects NLC students and conse- The Liaison Committee should be com-
standing committees, by qualified student quently their participation and input on this posed of five (5) faculty members and five (5)
voting prlvileqes inthe NLC Faculty meetings, committee is important and would be benefi- students.
and by the creation of a permanent S.B.A.- cialto both students and faculty. The Faculty members would be appointed
Faculty Liaison Committee. Vote For: 10. Vote Against: O~ by the Dean and, would include an Associate
These proposals are collectively submitted Dean.'
as an implementation plan for increased stu- 'II. CLERKSHIP COMMITTEE: The student members would consist of the
dent participation and responsibility in appro- Proposal: That one (1) student .be added -to president of the Student Bar Association and
priate areas of the, formal NLC decision- the Clerkship Committee to advise, to provide four (4) students appointed by him with the
making process. Bound by the impersonal en- input, and to vote on Clerkship policy. '. approval of the S.B.A. Assembly.
vironment of a large urban law school, passive Vote For: 10. Vote Against: 0,- ISceCONFERENCE, p.6J
O'Leary, from p~ 1 . '. .
Fighting Irish Bucket Brigade· Braves Bilge
pital. In Australia, authori-gotten into trouble, despite "good ship Jacques.lv" heater and taking' 4-hour . not given, and . James'
ties found the O'Leartes to the incredible strain of was sunk by Hurricane Ag-shifts pumping water out of O'Leary Sr. kept the Ameri-
be a "general public nuis- months in jail and hardship nes. For the next two the bilge." can flag upside-down.
ance" and deported them at sea. There is no swear- weeks, the family' (then On the trial day of Febru-
back to the United States. ing in the family's lang- numbering 11 since the James O'Leary Sr., or as ary 23, 1973, the O'Leary
Said one Australian as they uage, and there is no bitter- older children had dis-he prefers to be called, family all trooped in, along
left, "this family is strictly ness in spite of the persed . about the globe) "Master After God of the with NBC newsmen, and a
bad news.", . setbacks. Florence lived ina Volkswagen bus. good ship Chicago James number of attorneys and
A good part of thetam- O'Leary, after 17 children, James O'Leary received O'Leary," then hung upthe bystanders who had taken
ily's problem is economic. has an air of peace and a monthly welfare payments SOS banner and turned the an interest in the case.
Their qlothes are old, great warmth toward her of $400, while his family American flag upsidedown Judge John Doyle listened
ragged, and unwashed. family. And' James worked whenever possible - both international dis- patiently as the plaintiff'
Their boat is full of grease; O'Leary's eyes twinkle as along the waterfront. tress signals. With the pro (Stickel) presented witnes-
and dolls, mattresses, and he talks of his children and On August 8,1972 James bono help of GW law pro- ses describing how the
old nautical instruments then says, looking at the O'Leary bought the "good fessor Eric Sirulnik and 10- O'Learies bouqht the boat
are scattered in disarray. horizon, "a man without a ship Chicago" at the Wash- cal attorney Bob Brown, "as is," and how they had
They have to eat beans, rice dream is like a ship without ington Marina, for his O'Leary filed a suit claim- simply stayed on at the
and fish - the cheapest a course." . family; and they all moved ing $10,000 in damages Marina with no lease and
food available. And all this In June' of 1972,' the in. The seller maintained from the Washington Mar- . no rights at all.
embarrasses and offends O'Leary family made its that all it needed was "a ina. He cited the Marina's Then James O'Leary Sr.
their affluent boat neigh- Washington D.C. debut. new battery," .but upon misrepresentation as bro- took the stand. Judge
bors. They immediately pur- . close inspection it was dis- . ker in the sale of the boat, Doyle peered down. at him
Still, the O'Leary cnll- chased the "good ship covered that the engine. its harassing challenge of and said "you're an old
dren are smiling and well- Jacques IV" and lived in it wasn't operable. and water cltlzenshlp for the _ docu- salt, aren't you?" ,
behaved. They have never until August, when the was leaking through the mentation, and its cutting "Yes sir."
. . .bilge. The boat had evi- off of the water and power. "Well now, tell me then
dently rested in the same Stickel responded with a what's the matter with thi~
slip for 20 years, and formal complaint to have boat?"
nobody' had ventured to the O'Learies evicted' as ' -"'well your honor, 'pecifi-
take it out into the Potomac trespassers. He also gave cally, it's got blown gas-
River, much less th~ high ~ 3~-day eviction notice, kets, bad bearings, three
seas. Just In case the court found foot of water in the bilge
The owner of the Marina, a species of tenancy. and the superstructur~
Robert Stickel, soon envis- At the first formal hear- would make a sea-going
ioned the Marina's reputa- Judge Donald Smith of the man ill."
tion being damaged by this D.C. Landlord-Tenant. "What do you want to do
welfare family of 11. He de- Court, without. ruling. on with it?"
mandedmonthly rent of the merits of the case, con- "Well, your honor, this
$300. (The previous owner sidered ordering O'Leary to may be windy and such
had paid $60 a month). He fly his American flag but I want to go someplac~
challenged James O'Leary rightside-up again. With a where me and my family
Jr.'s citizenship, and this deft reference to Hoffman can live in 'peace.'
held up the Coast Guard 11.U.S. (Abbie Hoffman's As the testimony went
documentation papers flag shirt case), .Sirulnik on Sirulnik managed to
which the family needed i!1 managed to convince point out several problems
order to move the "Chi- Judge Smith and the Mar- in Stickel's case. Stickel
cago." In November Stickel ina attorney that such a re- had sued the wrong delen-
cut off both water and elec- striction of the First Am- dant (James Sr., instead of
tricity, leaving the Iamlty endment might not hold up boat owner James Jr.), he
shivering alongside an .oil on appeal. So the-order was [Sec O'LEARY, p.3). .O'Leary Senior
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Project.from p.l- ' -
Program Applications Rise
circuit that, the program
would emphasize law re-
form or class action suits
(Le. "make trouble") have
'disappeared 'as the stu-
dents have proven to be
reliable, efficient advocates
at the storefront level.
Rapport with the judiciary
has .reached the point
where informal rap ses-
sions, over beer or coffee,
between students and
jUdges are now a regular
feature of the program.
Recently, a Georgetown
law student, Judy Heather-
ton, won a jury trial
involving a local health
spa's attempt to enforce a
membership contract. The
defense was fraud-def-
endent didn't speak Eng-
lish. The case was almost
lost on a motion for
directed verdict, but the
jUdge decided to let it go to
the jury. When it came
time to give instructions,
Ms. Heathertcin presented
a list of 12 requested
instructions, while counsel
for plaintiff had none. The
judge used the list, and
that made the case. The
victory was a particularly
exciting one for the Project
as it was the first jury-trial
success in a non-Landlord
and Tenant situation.
Green, who was a stu-
dent participant' in the
O'Leory, from' p.2
,'Moot ':C',t.:Co'r:J1petition
,by Jim Downey ,
The second round of the Van Vleck Case Club's First
Year Moot Court Competition will be held Friday, March
program three years ago and, three students, and 23. Brief exchange for Appellees' five-page Summaries of
while at AU, has no doubts apparently that format will Argument will be on March 16 from 4:30 to 5:00 p.m.
about the value of the be repeated this ' year. The first round was held on March 2, with thirty-three
program and apparently the Besides Kuhn, Legal Aid teams participating. The case, Stuart v. United States,
feeling is unanimous: Bureau director Gary Bag- involves the lawfulness of an antl-hllack .search of a
virtually every student crl- liebter, and asst. director domestic airline flight, the legality of seizure of illegal
tique turned hi at the end of Linda Kurjan are also on gambling slips found in a passenger's luggage, and
last year cited the program the committee, with ex- whether the exclusionary, rule would protect the'
as "the most valuable director John Kern a tent- 'passenger from being required to testify before a federal
experience in law school." ative. The other faculty Grand Jury solely on the basis of the gambling receipts. '
Selection Criteria member is as yet unnamed.· At present, the team of Bruce Dunne and Vella Fink
Professor Kuhn, GW fac- Exactly how the various' leads the competition, with Stephen Plambeck and Skip
ultyadvisor to the program, selection, criteria Will. be Halpern in second place. The point difference between
reports that there will be weighted by the committee first and seventh place is a narrow 12 points, with the
about thirty spaces open is not certain, although focus on oral argument scores, so the second round
for NLC students this year. Bagliebterendorses the promises to be hotly contested. ' "
Interest in the program has, notion of using . a certain This year's competitors have had the advantage of
cut-off point based on. seminars in Legal, Research, Brief Writing, and Oral
been increasing each year: grades, while agreeing with Argument. All of these discussions have been well,
20 applications three years Kuhn that it should -not attended and quite productive. At the most recent
ago, 40 the next, and 75 be hard and fast. Bag- discussion, Mr. Michael Barkow, General Counsel of the
last year for about 30 llebter also said that he Peace Corps, offered suggestions drawn from his own
positions. Kuhn says that .would con sld er. participa- experience arguing on the appellate level and also fromthere is a "commitment to tion in clinical programs a judging previous Van Vleck oral arguments. About thirty
the court to draw students better indicator of a stu-: persons were ,present and later found the seminar of
from the upper half .of the dent's suitability for the value in actual Moot Court argument. The Honor Board'
class", but that this is "not program than participation would appreciate any additional comments on these
a hard and fast .rule." in programs like Moot seminars. .
Applicants must have com- Court. He said he would --_.:...-_~------------~
pletedEvidence, Civil Pro- examine every application / Law Spouses Notes . '\
cedure, Criminal Law, and that was submitted.
Advanced Crimi Proce- Applications for the Law Professor James Brown; Because you're a mem-
dure. Selectors also look. Students, in Court Project area-Property Land· Use, ber or a prospective one,
to a student's commitment may be picked up at the will address the Law fill your mug (or plastic
and experience in legal aid -Intorrnatlon Office in Spouses Organization and cup?) with suds and toast
and poverty law, according 'Stockton. At the request of other interested parties on The Luck ·of the Irish. So
to Kuhn. Participation in the ADVOCATE, Kuhn and March 18, 1973. Inform- beckons Law Spouses Or-
oral argument programs is Bagliebter agreed to extend ation on areas of the ganization for its March
also considered. the deadline for turning in building trade is promised. -17th St. Patrick's Day
The selection committee applications from March 14 More specifically, buying a' Shindig in Bacon Hall's
in the past few years has to March 16-this Friday. house, building a house, Alumni Lounge, beginning
consisted of two faculty Applications are to be settlement costs, pitfalls in at 8 p.m.
turned in at the Legal Aid buying for the first time, It's in the mind's eye as
Bureau in Harlan-Brewer. .etc. should provide an to whether a Leprechaun
Professor Kuhn pointed interesting and informative will lose you behind the
out that students not Sunday afternoon. . c rainbow or lure you to, that
accepted for the program , poto' gold. Blarney or not,
during the regular school you'll never know if the
year may be accepted for We hope to see many of beer was green unless you
this summer only.· Also, you there: Bacon Hall attend.
going to look like the the program is open to both Alumni Lounge, March 18, Mark March 17th on your
Internal Revenue Code." day and night students. . 2 p.m. Free parking In the calendar for 8, p.m. LEAP
After, all the testimony lot across the street. INTO A FUN EVENINGl
and arguments were over, '•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• '
an exhausted Judge Doyle '
leaned over on hls bench • ". CHECK US OUT FOR O· ..•
r~~~l~!~~!Z~~r~~i~~~~: •....." SOME STUDY AIDS . . ~ .':
ment at this time."
So the O'Learies returned • . . •
to "the good ship Chic-. • •
ago," secure in their home • . GILBERTS LAW SUMMARIES •for at least 30 more days.
If you 'go down there e. BL'ACKSTONE LAW SUMMARIES. ••now, you'll. find them '
smiling as usual but re- • LANDMARK LAW SUMMARIES •
signed to the prospect of • S T REVIEW
more trouble' ahead. The, MI H •
kids will be playing with • 'NUTSHELL SERIES •
their dolls and running • M •
around the deck. James Jr. •. A ERICAN LEGAL CASE 'DIGESTS •
' will be showing news clip- CAMBRIDGE OUTLINES
pings of the Hawaii flight • •
and of Tom, Dick and Harry • HORNBOOKS •
with the monkeys. Flor- • •
ence will. be standing • •
quietly by. And James~~:~r~:~~I~~f~:::~~!~:r~~:DISCOUNT. PRICES AND :
Red China, or in the port of
Kowloon." : ,COMPLETE SELECTION .:
• •: ,WASHINGTON :
: LAW 'BOOK CO'i. :
• •• 1917·E.YEST. ST. N.W. TEL. 785-0424 •• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
'Goo'dShip' on Keel
had sued on behalf of the
wrong plaintiff (himself, in-
stead of the Washington
Marina Company), and he
had sued on the wrong
cause of action (trespass,
instead of landlord-tenant
30-day eviction). Further-
more, Stickel had 'failed to
serve the eviction properly
(it was served in court
rather than' on' the prem-
ises, and it was served on
JamesSr. instead of James
Jr.) Finally, under the retal-
iatory eviction rule of
Edwards v. Habib, the civil
action of the O'Learles for
damages woutd ' make
Stickel's later eviction act-
ion void.
-
Tempers flared as Stick-
el's lawyer accused Sirulnik
and Brown of contempt,
and Sirulnik compared
Stickel with Martha Mitch-
ell. There were motions to
join parties to bring in
supplemental complaints
and to amend pleadings; at
at one point Judge Doyle
said, "If this. case is
amended any more, it's
O'Leary JunIor
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Students in Court
Worthy Reforms
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Staff - Jeff Menick, Art Lesenger, Paul Beck, Chuck Leone, Jim
Phillips, Steve Clark, Ken Peterson, AI Weiner, Peter Davis
···Announcements
FIRST AND SECOND YEAR STUDENTS: Those first
and second year students who plan to take Legal Aid for
Credit next year should pick up pre-registration forms in
the Information Office in Bacon Hall. Fill out the forms
and return them to the Legal Aid Bureau in Harlan-Brewer
by March 23rd. Legal Aid will fill out a Law 346 form for
you and will get it signed. These forms will be given you
in your preregistration packet so that final registration for
Law 346activities can be madeat pre-registration to avoid
hassles next Fall.
Thanks to some last-minute arm twisting by three
. basketball-starved first year students, 1M director
Bernie Swain agreed' to arrange for some open gym
hours for law students during the week while
undergrads are on vacation. Bernie stressed that it is
up to the students to make sure that the gym is used by
NLC people only.
Thanks, Bernie!
Wed. 14th-8:00 - 11:00 pm
Thurs: 16th-" "
Fri. 17th-11 :00 am - 4:00 pm
Sun'. 19th-8:00 - 11:00 pm
Differences Cloud Amnesty
Sense of 'Campus' Needed
through GW would ac-
by Joseph F, Pripusich complish several critical
The George Washington things. First,' absence of
university area conveys automobiles would make
various visual impressions, the entire campus atmos-
both to persons viewing 'it phere much more relaxed.
from within the university The inherent noise and air
boundaries and to those pollution would be elim-
viewing it from the peri- inated, as well as the
phery and beyond. Some present pedestrian-vehicu-
of these impressions, such lar conflicts which thwart
as the contrast between the movement and infuriate
modern, and traditional· people trying to cross the
buildings, are readily ap- streets. But most import-
parent and perceived by antly, the absence of
everyone; but a most vehicular traffic would cre-
critical visual impression is ate a campus identity for
not even vaguely in evi- GW which would effect-
dence, nor is it perceived ively convey a visual im-.
by anyone. The impression' pression of GWas a unique
of which I speak is the area-which it is.
sense of campus. "Cam- By closing the streets,
pus" . is a word which is' however, hundreds of on-
inapplicable to this univer- street parking spaces will
sity, because such does. be lost, and so additional
not exist. parking must be provided
for the hundreds of cars
There is a fairly·good which presently utilize
gen'eral awareness of .this these spaces. This parking
problem, However, many should be provided, for at
people seem to feel that h '
since this is an urban t e campus periphery, in
university, G.W. must by the form of multilevel park-
definition reflect all the ing garages, so as to mini-
mize the amount .of land
aspects of the Washington developed in this manner .
metropolis, both good and Once the streets are
bad, within its own infra- closed, various methods of
structure. Such an attl- treatment can be Imple-
tude, however, is utter mented to make the streets
nonsense; a sense of more compatible with the
campus could be immedi- university as a whole.
ately effectuated by one
basic change: close the One possibility would be
to develop median strips
streets! featuring patterned brick-
Closing of the sections work and greenery. This
'of streets which run would give visual relief and
by JudylArmatta any reconciliation can take there should be no amnesty
The U.S.. has granted place. Amnesty neces-. at all. Whatever one's
For those who have tired of, their boring diet of amnesty to the North sarily implies there is a feelings about the war it is
casebook courses and thirst for a clinical law course that Vietnamese and the Nat- wrong to be forgiven. The time to put it behind us. As
gives them the personal independence and responsibility ional Liberation Front. But word derives from the Mr. Justice Holmes once
not usually offered by other clinical programs, we the possibility of amnesty Greek word 'forgetfulness' said, the important thing is
recommend D.C. Law Students in Court. Under the for American draft resisters and implies an act of the to get on to the next thing.
District's third year students practice rule, some seventy and deserters has been sovereign which extin- The point of amnesties is
students from area lawschools are currently practicing in pushed aside in light of guishes from memory cer- to wipe the moral slate
the Landlord and Tenant and the Small Claims branches President Nixon's recent tain crimes against the clean, not to judge guilt or
of the Civil Division of the Superior court and another position that a junket in the state. This, many resisters innocence. In order to do
twenty students are representing indigents accused of .Peace Corps cannot make cannot accept. Jhey feel it that, some compromise
misdemeanors in the Criminal Division. The program up for the lives lost and the was the government that must be reached. If we are
provides third year students with the kind of experience in hardships suffered by the erred. No mea culpas or to reconcile those Am-
interviewing, investigation, negotiations, motions prac- young men who served in compensatory service need ericans who bitterly op-
tice, and actual litigation that is simply unavailable Vietnam. be made by them. Under posed this war-out of
elsewhere. .' ,. . . The end of American this philosophy, even a genuine, honest belief that
GW law students Will be selected for participation In. involvement in-Vietnam and conditional amnesty, re-' it was morally wrong-and
the program during the, summer, fall, and spring, the return of POW's has quiring some form of those who have supported
semesters, by a committee composed, of two professors caused many Americans to alternate service, would be a peace with honor-with
and three students from the Legal Aid Bureau, Some rally around the "peace unacceptable. Nothing an equally strong belief
second year students have expressed an. interest in the with honor" that was won less than a complete ex- that there was a reason for
program but have hesitated to apply for fe~r that they in Vietnam. The .returning pungmentof all penalties fighting in Vietnam-we
would be rejected out of hand because ot.thelr lack of an POW's have echoed this and assessments of guilt must come toa solution on
impressive grade average. The selection committee has theme in countless inter- will suffice. this critical issue. It does
assured us that while they are generally committed to the views so much so as to That position. is unac- not seem likely that it .wlll
court ·to select s~udent~ from th,e top half of the class, . sound a bit like a pre- ceptable to many Am- receivemuch consideration
. they d? n?t consl~er thiS,commitment t<;>be a hard and. recorded message. In their ericans who feel it would until all the POW's and
fast crrtena, and WIll consider st~dents With lower grades. public statements they be unfair to those who troops are home. Then
who have demonstrated the kind of background and haveexcoriated the antiwar fought, in some cases America must deal with
practical experience that would make than an asset to the movement as prolonging died, in Vietnam. Further, this hard issue. As
program., , " , . their captivity .. Those who it is argued, it would have a President Nixon said a year
In addlt.lon, the select,lo~ commltte~ aweed to ~xte~d have objected to this war harmful effect on future ago in an interview with
the deadline for submlsslon of applications until this take an opposite position- wars because it would be CBS correspondent Dan
Friday (March 16th) so that the Advocate could assure without the objections the difficult to raise an army of Rather, "We always .... .:
adequate publicity. Completed applications should be warwould have dragged on draftees again. under our system, provide
sU.bmit~edto the Legal Aid Bureau in Harlan-Brewer by even longer. It was the The issue is often con- arnnesty.r.v..','. Amnesty,
this Friday. resisters who put the sidered in terms of the war of course, is always the
pressure on the politicians itself. Those who believe it prerogative .of the Chief
and brought the senseless- was' wrong .teet there Executive. I, for one,
. ness of the war home to the. should be an unconditional would be very· liberal" with
The S.B.A. Faculty Conference. Committee has"American publlc.; . ,;·amnesty.' .Those, wh?, regard to amnesty, bu.tnot
submitted nine proposals tor increased student It is a difficu!tthingfor a tho~gh gl~dto be out ,of It, ~hil.e there ,are,Americans
participation in decision making at the Law Center. We person to admit he or ~he don t see It as a moral Issue In ~Ietnamflghtlng to serve
think that the proposals for student representation on the was, wrong, nearly rrn- feel an amnesty .sho~ld at thelr~ountry, and not when
Faculty Committee on Appointments,' Tenure, and possible ~or~;govern~~nt.;;"least have c9n~ltlons, And, P~W s are held by Nor~h
Promotion, and for representation by students at faculty But such ;~re tne posttions .: those who ~elle~e."'!e have ,VI,etn.am.,After th-a.twewllI
meetings are particularly worthy. reforms. . These,.on both Sides, that wrong ~uccee~e~ In wmnJ~g our consider. It,but,it.would
proposals will be presented to the Iaculty.at its March must be admitted before goals- a Just peace -feel lSee AMNESTY p.6j
16th meeting; we strongly urge their adoption.
enhance the texture of the
streetscape while leaving
the outer sections of the
pavement in their present
form to accommodate bicy-.
clists and emergency and
service vehicles .
. Another means by which
to enhance the street-
scapes would be.toelimin-
ate the inconsistent light-
ing scheme, replacing it
with a unified motif, either'
traditional or modern. This
unified basic street lamp
style could, for example,
be done in an early Ameri-
can fashion, perhaps incor-
porating the GW logo as
well. Certainly such a
proposal is preferable to
the diffuse strteet lamp
.system we have now,
which is aesthetically
bland in terms of both color
and form ..
Obviously there is much
which can' and must be,
done to develop a sense of
campus here at GW. The
rationale behind focusing
upon treatment of existing
rights-of-way has been to
illustrate that a great deal
can be accomplished in
this area in line with
achieving the goal of a GW
campus. If the majority of
the members of the univer-
sify community see this as
a feasible and desirable
goal, then all that is needed
is for the administration to
listen - and implement. In
. any case, not to decide is
to decide. .
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Menick on Music
by Jeff Menick around to whom she could a great opening cut of "La
It really sounded bad at relate, except her family, Piedra Del Sol", which is
the beginning. I mean and she says of herself that repeated at the end, the
when Erotic Erika of Cap- she has had a pretty album quickly goes down-
itol Records called me and sheltered life. hill. There are some
" asked if I wanted to She came back to the moments of interest here
• interview Lori Lieberman, states to study music at and there, but I'm not
Photo by Bob Agdern my first reaction was, a Boston area Junior Col- overwhelmed with any of
C0 ,0 ChI-n9 Doom s "What in the world for?", lege which sounded like it the vocals or the guitarbut I said okay and we. set was a stereotypical rich work, and except for where.'up a 10 A.M. appointment kid's finishing school that Neal Schon of Santana
T H for Wednesday. - she'd rather forget about. plays and the excellentour ney O.PeS Later Erika calls me back But she made the decision timbales of Coke Escovedo• and says, "She's not com- to go to L.A. and Make It In the album would be' a
ing in until Wednesday. The Big Time. disaster .
Can you make, it in the Well folks, its going to Only slightly better is
evening?" take a lotta luck. I mean "Dos," the second effort of
So I quickly think to she is a very sweet and Malo, which is led by Jorge
myself, well if I do the sincerely nice person, who Santana, Carlos' younger
interview in RockVille, I can will lose some of her brother. The title sounds
go to Suzy's for dinner and shyness and naivete very more like a disease, than a
then pick up my date, who. quickly. While she enjoys record album, 'but it isn't
lived in Rockville. Okay so it communicatingon a one-to- quite that bad. Simply
won't be too inconvenient. one basis, and her songs bland, working and rework-
Then I really began to which are generally slow, ing the same basic music
think about how stupid- it ballad type love songs are done, in their first album
was going to be for me to .pleasant and in fact some and in the early Santana al-
do this interview in the are pretty nice, I wonder bums.
offices of the record com- about the timing of her A few months ago I got a
pany with this person .career. copy of an album by a
whom I only knew from a group from the West Indies'
lousy, frigid-looking photo- known as Cymande. They
graph on the cover of her actually live in London
record album which came now, but the music has its
out last summer and seem- roots in the Caribbean. I
ingly had died a quick and liked it immediately, and
painless death. have been playing it pretty
The album got some regularly for the past cou-
airplay ·from WMAL-FM, pie of months ..
and thena few months ago They call their music
there was thls jireat song "Nyah-Rock," and it is a
from the album all over the Caribbean flavored distilla-
radio,only it wasn't' being tion of Afro-rock, jazz, and
sung by' Lori Lieberman, soul. Not totally oriented
but by Roberta Flack. can foresee a lot of toward percussion, there is
Yes, folksl-v-Lori -Lieb.;.:year~.?f srnall,clut>sand 'some excellent reed work
errnan wasthe'first 'one to.' cocktail I.oun~e.s and sec-., from the saxes and flutes;'
record "Killing Me, Softly. ond?r third blllmg t? other· The music is much more
With His, Song." In fact, relative u~know.ns, ,like her laid back and controlled
she got her manager, fO,rthcommg gig In L.A. than Malo's, say, and the
Photo by Bob Agdem Norman Gimbel, who wrote With Batdorf ~ Rodney. control makes it much
.potential. They came down the "lyrics, to change the ,You can see what I mean. more exciting to listen to,
the court as they had done line from "killing me softly ,She has talent, howeve.r, as the musical tension
. most of the season, Harper with his blues" to killing 'and perhaps there. Will builds. Zion I, Dove, and
and Battle going into the me softly wlth-hls song.". prove t? be, a market for a the Ras, Tafarian Folk
corners-and standing there And the song was inspired n!ce qulet girl who wa~ts to Song, bring Cymande's
as if they were glued to the by Don McLean, whom Lori smg 10,ve songs Without message of peace and love
floor, Burwell going to a saw do a concert at the developmg ~ stage ,Persona across in a beautifully rnus-
low post and occasionally Troubador; L.A.'s Cellar a la Bette MI~ler. 1',1watch ical manner. The album is
crossing the lane (only Door. ~er career Wlt~ a bit more on Janus JLS3044.
after making the approprl- In case you care, Lori has Interest and Wish her well. Another group that varies
ate hand signal so as to never met Don McLean, but On the Record Racks. the mold of Latin rock a bit
avoid a traffic ticket or sur- you can bet that some I'm going to take the is Dakila, whose roots go
prising any of the' oppo- enterprising TV director for liberty of lumping several East to the Philippines.
nent's men) and the guards either a talk show or "The different albums and Some of the songs are
playing catch with the ball Dating Game" will take care sounds together, under the sung in Tagalog, the lang-
like it was a yo-yo. Much to of, that soon. The line in generic heading of Latin uage of the Philippines,
the amazement of Coach the. song -that is the most rock, and talk about several and there is a beautiful pic-
Slone the results were telling is the chorus where things that have come out ture of what must be
exactly as usual, No Pene- she sings, "Telling 'my over the past several Manila with a volcano in
tration. No easy baskets. whole life with' his words," months. the background.
Consequently, in that first for that is really how she
half, GW had to take 70%of felt about his songs.
its shots from the outside, I was still in a quandry
scoring on only 38% of about the interview;
them. While the shootir.g though. I mean ya' know,
in previous games had beyond, "What do you
often been better, the style think of Roberta Flack
of play was precisely the having a big hit With your
same ~ poor, unvaried, song?", what was there to
and unimaginative. ask? Well, Erika told me to
The second half startled watch Panorama, and while
all of the fans. It must have Maury Povich asked all the
been as in a fairy tale, after benign questions in his
suffering with the same usual malignant fashion, I
play over and over again all decided that the one thing
season Coach Slone's fairy that sounded interesting
godmother came to him be- was that she had grown up ,
tween halves and gave him in Swltzerland,and that
a new play and told him to didn't seem to be the
go out an~ get that NIT bid typical background for a
!or the Glpper, The Colon-, Nice Jewish Girl trying to
lals came out and showed make It in show business.
more movement. and team When it came to the
play than they had all actual interview, about the
season lo~g. Battle swunq only thing we had time to
out from hls corner and err- talk about was her growing
culated down the lane; up in Switzerland and the
Harper moved across the loneliness she felt. There
[See BASKETBALL,p.8] simply weren't other people
. by Bob Agdern & Paul Beck
Last Saturday night, GW's
hoop season ended in a
last minute loss to NCAA-
bound Syracuse, 22-4 on
the year and ranked as high
as 14th in some wire ser-
vice polls. Though down
43-34 at the half, the
Colonials fought back totie
it at 72 with three minutes
left before blowlnq several
scoring opportunities and
watching Syracuse's clutch
Mike Lee sink a short hook
to win in the final mo-
ments. It was a very disap-
pointing loss to GW fans,
who had visions of an
upset and an NIT, bid
dancing in their eyes. Per-
in the NIT if not the NCAA
at-large berth in the East-
ern Regionals, Nobody
should know this better
than the team itself, with
the, possible exception. of
Coach Carl Slone. What
happened?
The season abounded.
with evidence of poor
coaching. The Syracuse
game. was _perhaps'· the
most illustrative of the
team's enigmatic' perfor-
mance, at times frustrating
and .sloppy, occasionally
brilliant. The Colonials
showed both what they had
done wrong all season and
what they have to change in
order to play up to their full
haps this loss was a reflec-
tion of the entire season -
close but no cigar.
The only question that
remains to be asked about
this basketball season is,
should the fans be scaling
the walls of the Washing-
ton Monument in their ec-
.etacy or digging a hole with
the Metro workers in their
despair? Our feeling is that
we should be well below
street level, down with the
rats. Despite a 17-9.record
the Colonials were a sorry
disappointment. At times
the coaching was so poor
that even the most enthusi-
astic supporters were lulled
to sleep by the style of
play. Both the Latin and Afro The music opens with a
rock sounds are generally conga sol~ on Makibaka
heavlly percussive, with' (struggle w.lthout fear) Ika-
much more emphasis on lat (pass I! around) and
, the rhythm than on lyrics or then the vorces shout and
melody. At its worst, this t~e ?ymbal carries you
tends to be very boring and nght Into the heart of that
repetitive, so that every- pal ~-su rrou nded quay.
thing sounds the same, Again the' group has a
usually mediocre. At its message, "If you feel lov~,
best, though, the music is. and rea,I,lycare -: pass It
pulsating and stimulating around. Pass this album
•and very exciting to listen around your turntable if
to. you like. the rhythmic
sounds of Latin rock. It's
0[1 ~pjc KE31756.
·1guess the granddaddy of
the sound, in terms of cur-
rent interest in Latin music,
is Santana, and for those
expecting "Evil Ways" or
"J ingo," Caravanserai must
come-as quite a shock.
For me the' shock was a
most pleasant one; howev-
er. I was very disappointed
In the third Santana album.
[See MENICK, p.7].
, Syracuse was a game
GW. should have won.'
Instead, it was another one
·GW lost, giving it away on
silly turnovers and a large
number of mistakes in sim-
ple execution. Syracuse
played a lousy game; they
. have a talented team and
were experimenting with
several different lineups,
probably in anticipation of
. their tlrst round battle in
. the upcoming tourney. But
even playing well, Syracuse
was not outplayingGW.
The Colonials simply out-
played themselves. In
short, it is the opinion of
the authors that the Colo-
nial basketball team has
great potential, fine talent,
and little, if any, discipline.
They should have won 20 or
22 ball games; and easily
earned themselves a berth,
There are examples of
both the boring and the
very exciting that have
come out recently, as well
as an album that has gone
far beyond a classification
as Latin rock. Probably the
strongest example of the
boredomwhich can afflict a
Latin type sound Is Azteca,
a West Coast group which
has its first album out on
Columbia ~C 31776. After
o~ Inl: I'\LlVVvl'\ 11:, vveonesuay, Mi::HCIl I", I~{"
'Conference, from p.2:
. More of
Rationale: The need for a channel of com-
munication between organized students and
.organized Faculty is apparent. The desirabil-
ityof student input on all matters which affect
their interests is also recognized. Much of this
communication and input will be accom-
plished through strong and active student
input on committees which deal with such
subjects as curriculum, library, scholarship,
and faculty appointments, promotion and
tenure.
The function of the Liaison Committee
would be to serve as a more general channel of .
communication between the faculty and stu-
dent organizations. It would deal with those
subjects that do not fall within the province of
one of the regular committees. It would also
provide a small, working group in which pro-
posals which the S.B.A. wished to present to
the Faculty or to their appropriate committee
could be discussed, refined, and perfected.
Vote For: 10 Vote Against: 0
V. LIBRARY COMMITIEE
Proposal: That three (3) students be added
to the present two (2), students for a total of
five (5) students and six (6) faculty for a total
membership of eleven (11).
Rationale: The library and its policies af-
fect the student directly and immediately. A
quality library ~sof critical importance to stu-
. dents preparing for class and in doing
research.
Students are both acutely aware of the
problems which prevent the smooth function-
ing of the library and willing to provide time
and effort necessary to resolve these
problems. Also, students are in the best posi-
tion to enforce rules' that affect their fellow
students.
Their participation in policy decisions
would lead to a more efficient and to a better
library.
Vote For: 10. Vote Against: O.
VI. ADMISSIONS COMMITIEE:
.Proposal: That the Admissions Committee
in conjunction with the Student Bar,
Association hold open meetings to discuss
policy matters relating to admissions.
Rationale: Admissions is an important
function of the law school and the committee
would benefit greatly from the communication
involved in an open discussion with students
on this subject.
Vote For: 10.. Vote Against: O.
VII. COMMITTEE ON CURRICULUM:
Proposal: That two (2) students be added
to the present two (2) student members of. the
Faculty Report
Curriculum Committee for a total of twelve meetings of theFaculty. (1}They shall have the
(12) members. . _ right to vote on all questions with exceptions
Note: The quorum requirement will remain noted below, (2) They shall have the right to
the same. make motions and to speak on all questions,
-Rationale: Students have an appreciation (3) Their participation and vote shall be per-:
and concern for the NLC's curriculum. The cur- sonal to the students, I.E. no substitutes or
riculum is one of the most important facets of proxies.
their three year legal education. That the cur- The above students shall not participate or
riculum be excellent and responsive to the vote on any matters which (1) involve tenure I
changing needs of a lawyer in society is of decisions,except that they may appear for the
paramount interest to the students. They are purpose of making statements (2) involve
more likely than the faculty to have the time to' matters which, under University rule, are to be,
research new curriculum proposals, both on decided solely by the Faculty, and (3) the
their own and in co-operation with faculty Faculty determines by the majority vote of the.
members. Also, they have valuable experience members of the Faculty present, when a quo--
in evaluating the current curriculum. Their par- rum of the full Faculty is present, should be
ticipation would complement faculty know- limited to Faculty participation.
ledge of curriculum and faculty contributions At such time as standing committees
of continuity. . having student members brlnq.a proposal to
Vote For: 9. Vote Against: 1. the Faculty for consideration, each student
VIII. COMMITIEE ON FACULTY APPOINT- member of the committee may participate in
MENTS, TENURE AND PROMOTIONS: the discussion without a vote.
Proposal: That there be three (3) students ,Not~:. (>..sregar~s the ~wo (2) representa-
on the Committee on Faculty Appointments, tlves, It IS Intended If pr.actlcable, that at least
Tenure and Promotions, increasing the num- one o! the two be a nlqht student. ,
ber of members on the committee to eight (8). Rattonale: Thre~ student members would
It is recommended that the students be full be largely a symbolic gesture, yet, to the stu-
voting members. _dents, an important one: ~e.cC?~nitionof. t~e
With regard to Faculty appointments, the,' Faculty.?f student .r~spons.lbillty, cre~tl.vlty
students would vote with the faculty members and. ability to participate 10 the declslon-
on policy matters concerning appointments. rnaklnq process of the NLC; and. the. irnpor-
They would meet informally with applicants, tant role student-faculty cornrnunlcatlon and
when possible. The students would not vote co-operation Will play 10 ":nprovlOg the NLC.
on recommendations for appointments. Vote For: 9. Vote Against: 1.
With regard to Faculty tenure, the whole
.committee would meet and discuss candi-
dates initially; final discussion and voting
would be held separately. The separate votes
would be recorded and published (without
indication of how each member voted).
Note: Students will not take part in,
part-time or, summer appointment recom-
mendations. .
Rationale: The quality of a student's legal'
education is highly contingent upon the qual-
ity of the educators. Students are in a unique
position to evaluate professors on their ability
to communicate knowledqe, since they are in
. daily contact with professors in a teacher-
subject matter context. Oonsequentlv, stu-
dents are as aware of a professor's teaching
ability as the professor's peers,who rarely.df
ever, monitor each other's classes. Student
input on the committee would be valuable.
, Vote For: 9. Vote Against: 1:
IX. PROPOSAL FOR VOTING STUDENT REP-
RESENTATION IN FACULTY MEETINGS:
Proposal: President and two (2) represent--
atives of the S.B.A. (elected by theS.B.A~ As-
sembly) will have the right to participate at the
S.B.A. -
OLVERSON BAR REVIEW
vs. Bar Review.
Announcement of courses- June 1973 ...
DAY AND EVENING'
VIRGINIA BAR REVIEW
STANDARD COURSE: Marth 27, - May 12,1973
ACCELE RATED COURSE: May 26-- June 23, 1973
Workshop
The Employment Discrimination Project
of the Women's Legal Defense Fund will
sponsor a workshop, Saturday, March 17
on Women and Employment. The
day-long event,beginning at 10 am, will
be held in the Alumni Room of ,Bacon Hall,
-Iocated on. the George Washington
university campus. Speakers from the
EEOC and Labor Departments will discuss
procedures before the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission, the Equal Pay'
Act as recently amended, Title 7 of the
Civil Rights Act, and other topics relating
to discrimination. If any person wants to
find out information on specific problems
or join with others facing similar problems
to begin organizing, 'this is the time and.
place to do it.
Amnesty, from, p. 4
have to be on the basis of
their paying the price, of
course, thatanyone should
pay for Violating the law."
It cannot be denied that
draft resisters anddeserters
violated U.S. law. That is a
fact" but it does not render
a judgment 'On the right-
ness or wrongness of that
law. Unjust laws, such as
.the segregation laws, have
been resisted by Americans'
in the past and Americans
have paid the. penalty.
That, of course, is the phil- ,
osophy of Thoreau and
Gandhi. Certainly thous-
ands of Americans who
resisted service in this war
did pay a price in one way
or another-by serving pri-
son sentences or becoming
.permanent exiles.
Perhaps the matter of
rightness or wrongness
should not be considered
retrospectively now. His-
tory will make its judgment
at'a later time. For now, we
must carryon. To do that
we must find our com-
monallty.jiot our divisions.
Soon we will have to deal
with the amnesty issue.
Hopefully, ,it can be done
with a feeling of recon-
ciliation.
D.C. BAR REVIEW
LONG COURSE: May 22- July 21,1973
STANDARD COURSE: June 25 - July 21,1973 . .
ACCELERATED COURSE: July 9 - July 21,1973
VA
APPROVED
Write or CALL:
1819 H Street N.W.
Washington, D.C.
Telephone: 659-1722
1924 EYE STREET N.W. WASHINGTON
XEROX
COPIES
4¢ eachcall
296-8330 ADDITIONAL COPIESOVER10 OF ONE ORIGINAL .03
each copy
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·ALERTS Educates at Lorton
, bvSteveCook : unreported, Would be a
A front-page story in the violation of the new cam-
Sunday, March 11 edition paign spending law that
of the Washington Post has went into effect on April 7,
revealed that the chairman 1972.
of GW's Young Republican In a telephone conver-
organization was paid $150 sat ion with Post reporters
per. week in campaign. last Friday, Brill said,
funds last year to spy on according to the' story,
radical groups for Pres-' "that his assignment was
ident Nixon's re-election to infiltrate the 'group
committee. The story' conducting a peace vigil in
resulted in a statement by front of the White House,
PhilipS. Hughes, director of bother its members, and on
the Federal Elections Of- one occasion assist in
fice in the General Ac- arranging for the arrest of
counting 'Office, that he the demonstrators for drug
will investigate the pay- offenses." Brill said he
ments to GW undergrad was hired and paid, ,by
Ted Brill. The payments, if [See BRILL. p.8j
'Menick, from p.5
by Chuck Leone education. In an early
In 1971 Benjamin Mur- mimeographed message
dock 'started organizing in circulated among inmates,
his community. it defined education as a
But 1971 was generally "tool of liberation to instill
not considered a good year " political-, as well as self-,
for movement organizers. consciousness." The mes-
Apathy was beginning to sagewent on to explain the
set in after the exhaustive organization's Immediate
emotional splurges of the concern for "re-education
late 60's. It was no longer of our peers' in prison, for
considered necessary to education is the very\ es-
attend teach-ins and mass sence of survival." This ed-
demonstrations in order to ucational concept, that
be accepted by one's peer each person must learn and
groups,Doing one's own re-Iearn in order to deal
thlnq, association with the with himself and' with
drug culture, and expres- society, has served as
sing disapproval at reac- ALERTS' key goal through-
tionary statements were out its existence.
considered sufficient to es- There are two parts of
tablish one as anti- ALERTS, an inside group
. establishment, "Revolu- and an outside group. The
tionary" was beginning to inside group is in; 'it
mean whatever it was that consists of the prisoners
Bank Americard and FDS themselves, the ones who
were. started the organization
But, fortunately for Ben and the ones who now work
Murdock, he and his com- with it. The outside group
munity were a little behind consists of ex-convicts and
the times, for Ben was an community people who
inmate and his community, agree with ALERTS' goals
was Lorton Reformatory. and want to aid in the
Lorton ALERTS (Associ- st(uggle. The inside group
ated Library and Education- often exercises a more
al Research Teams for Sur- dominant role since it is in
vival) was started in June, direct contact with the
1971, by a group of inmates problems that need, reme-
initially concerned with the dies.
need for improved educa- However, the. outside
tion and educational faci!i- group also works on its
ties at Lorton. own initiative. In addition
ALERTS, however, did to aiding the inside group
not take a narrow view of with supplies and library
, GW Student Spys for GOP
Abraxas was so great, and
it was followed by a real
bummer. The jam session
of Carlos and BUddyMiles
was interesting in parts,
butIt only hinted at what
has developed on this
album, and, from what I
hear, in recent Santana
concerts. Carlos' guitar
playing and the work of the
group has evolved into one
of the strongest jazz bands
in the country.
Santana has obviously
been stUdying a lot with
M a h a vis h n u ,J 0 h n
McLaughlin, and his guitar
playing has become beauti-
fully expressive. This is
another album which
shows how great an effect
Miles Davis has had on to-
day's rock and jazz music-
. ians, for both Santana and
McLaughlin are following
Miles' lead on trumpet with
their guitars.
The music here is not to
be easily categorized. It is
beautiful as simply melody
on one level. It is fasci-
nating as technique on
another level. Itencompas-
ses all of what rock and
jazz and pop music can be
without giving up tech-
nique for taste, or lyrical
beauty for the sake of exhi- '
bitionism.
Mandrill is a rarity in the
genre today, a New York
Latin band. Although I had
heard of the group, and
may have listened to a cuf
or two on the radio before
"Composite Truth," their
new LP on Polydor is the
first time I've seriously lis-
tened to their music. While
it doesn't reach the heights
of the Santana, it's a very
good album.
More than any of the
others mentioned before,
Mandrill is using vocals
and vocal harmonies along
with some great wah-wah
books, it initiates and partl-
cipates in conferences on
prison reform such as the
recent Informational Work-
shop on Correctional Re-
form, held at All Souls Uni-
tarian Church in the Dis-
trict.
But communication can
be a problem. According to
Winston Burse, in charge'
of research for the outside
group, the' outside group
hasn't been in since Dec-
ember. Co-operation from
prison officials is occas-
ionally hard to come by.
ALERTS expresses itself
and its program through a
variety of programs within
the prison. Classes are
taught to inmates by other
inmates 'ranging in sub-
jects from such basics as
reading and writing to pol-
itical education classes
using textbooks such as
Quotations of Chairman
Mao. Inmates also teach
classes in legal research
with particular emphasis
on how to write habeas cor-
pus petitions, a program
which was originally de-
signed for law-student
teachers (but which failed
to find the available and
willing students). Collat-
eral to the research course
is amovement to get young
prisoners out of Lorton;
the research is necessary
because inmates can't file
motions for each other:
'each must file his own. ensure smiling cooperation _
Another major project is from officials. Communica-
the publication of the tions remain difficult. Mail
ALERTS Communitarian, a service is erratic, and the
mimeographed newsletter, groups complain of letters
written and printed inside often not getting through.
Lorton. The paper first And of course, there's
came out late in 1971 in always the problem of fund
competition with the prl- raising.The outside group
son's official inmate publl- has, to supply all of the
cation, Time and Tide. The class supplies.
newsletter carries policy But ALERTS has not let
statements of ALERTS, itself become bogged down
news from within the' with present problems.
prison, news shorts con- Plans are underway to
cerning events around the expand ALERTS to other
world, and views of individ- institutions, particularly to
ual prisoners. women's prisons. A coatt-
The hassles, though, are tion consisting of ALERTS
many. Eight months after and several other regional
the newsletter began publl- prison reform groups has
cation, prison officials for- recently been formed and
bade inclusion of a certain will attempt as its immedi-
article exposing past his- ate goal to produce and
tories of various correc- send to all prisons an or-
tions officers. ALERTS en- ganizing kit to give other
listed' the help of the inmates tools and ideas on
National Lawyers Guild and how to draw up their own'
took the issue to court. In programs. Work is under-
June of 1972 Judge Ritchie way to form a prisoners'
issued an order forbidding union, following the Green-
censorship of political, haven model, to demand
economic, or social mater- decent wages and working
ial. Although personal crltl- conditions within the pri-
cism of prison officials son.
remained a restricted area, Community organizing is
the court order was signifi- never easy; those who do
cant in, establishing the' organize must havea vision
right of inmates toexpress in order to keep themselves
themselves within the going. ALERTS and its
prison. organizers, too, have a
But, as mernberaof-the vision, one of integrating
inside group have discov- their own struggle with that
ered, court orders do not of the larger community.
ANSWERS TO SAM LERNER'S
LEGAL CROSSWORD PUZZLE
CONTEST
BY AI Weiner
There were' no winners in, last is-,
sue's crossword puzzle contest.
Console yourselves with the cor-
rect answers,
MAKE YOUR RESERVATION
TRAVEL SERVICE
MARVIN CENTER
GROUND FLOOR
SPRING VACA TlON SPECIALS
guitar to get its message,
across. Claude Cave also
adds another dimension
with his use of clarinet and
Moog. "Hang Loose" is the
opening cut on the Ip, and
it sets the tone for an
album that rocks from start
to fi nish• The cut that ~=;UC=::;ac=~iC=;;c:=;nc=;:;;;C=::;;;;C~~
begins the second side, fj
"Polk Street Carnival,"
about San Francisco's
Street life and a gig they
played there, shows off all
of the members of the
band, and even if the lead
singer is off-key it sounds
.Ilke it was a good time.
In listening again to
."Golden Stone," the long-
est cut on the record,it
finally struck me that these
guys remind me more of
Chicago than any other
group I can think of, but
with the added dimension,
of a Latin undercurrent that
makes the music 'more vi-
brant than Chicago.
International Student 10 card
Eurailpass Btitrail pass
CALL 659-2968
PIZZACOCKTAILS' STEAKS
Restaurant and Lounge
·19U~13 Pennsylvania Ave.,· NYI'
.Moderate Prices , 2 Blocks-from Campus
CREDiT CARDS 338-0664
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Basketball, from p.5
Slone Weakens GW Talent
base line and Burwell
moved without the ball.
When the defense sagged,
the moving man (Battle
coming down or Harper
across) got the pass and
the shot. The result was
good team play and the Co-
lonials outscored the
nationally-ranked Orange-
men in the second half, 38-
31.
have showed time and
again that they are blessed
with great natural ability.
Yet the Colonial style of
ball play does nothing to
utilize them efficiently.
Morris rarely drove to the
basket. Harper was rarely
part of a pattern carrying
him inside for close shots,
despite his accuracy and
aggressiveness on the
boards and close to the
This 'is only a beginning bucket. Sometimes these'
to what needs to be done. 'sophomores were a two-:
Coach Slone has to insti- man show. They are clearly
tute a variety of offenses to the quickest men on the
employ against both zone. club and both have played
and man-to-man coverage. outstanding defense at
When the Colonials are times.
being covered man-to-man
they don't set picks for
each other and they don't
move without the ball.
Why is it that when a Co-
lonial gets the ball inside,
he, either exposes it to
being knocked away· by
dribbling or pulls it inside
and invites a jump ball,
rather than taking it up to.
the basket and shielding it
with the body? Why is the
perimeter passing so
dreadfully slow and fre-
quently telegraphed?
The questions are many
but I suppose we'll have to
wait until next year for any
answers. But it seems to us
that these questions ad-,
dress a very basic problem
with our club, a lack of exe-
-cution and sound funda-
mentals of style. That is
what the team should be
built with from the begin-
ning ..1t is because they (the
team members) cando
those things and so much
more besides (supposedly)
that they are out there and
we are watching them from
the stands.
GW is not over-burdened
with talent. But Keith
Morrisand Haviland Harper
defense' and helping out,
and very . sound funda-
mentals. In addition, the
UCLA Bruins are always
the best conditioned team
in the land. Theyempha-
size passing rather than
dribbling, the percentage
shot, and a pressing,
running game. Yet they can
out-deliberate the slowest
of schools. Why? They
avoid the stupid mistakes
which cost teams like
Maryland and GW so
dearly. Simple tactical er-
rors like poor and risky
passes, failures to utilize
the big man (both McMillen
and Burwell have excellent
touch from within the key)
and standing around. The
good teams are always
moving, never repeating
mistakes. Maybe the differ-
enceis simply on-the-court
concentration. If so, then '
the tauttJs explicitly with
Slone. '
One final word. We are
not disloyal fans. We like'
this club" and we care
about this sport. That is
precisely Why we offer
these. comments. The
source of our dtsappolnt-.
ment is the evidence of the
team's potential. We would
be delighted with this
year's record if the team
had played up to or beyond
its capacity. But this one"
has only scratched the sur-
You don't have to like face. The only people who
UCLA to appreciate the should be more concerned
quality of ball they play. It's and dissatisfied are the ob-
sheer delight to watch; yet jects of the criticism, for
it does not require enor- theyknow how good they
mous talent. Few people, could have been and how,
realize that John Wooden good they can be next sea-
never had a losing season son. It is for them to know
before the days 'of Hazzard when they have given their
arid Goodrich and all that best effort as ateam.And it
talent. What the Bruins do, remains for Coach Carl
anyone can do (thou'gl1ob-Slone to ponder just how
viously not as well). The he can bring their abilities
ingredients are mainly together and develop them
qulckness, team play, alert to the hilt.
GW plays what Coach
Slone would probably like
to call a deliberate offense.
A deliberate offense is fine
but for a team to be
effective they must move
without the ball and have
absolute' team play. If
Coach Slone can do some
much-needed homework
this summer (I suggest a
John Wooden clinic) and
successfully institute a
variety of moving offenses
into his coaching, if he can
stress team play, execu-
tion, solid fundamentals,
et aI., the Colonials will be
the nationally-ranked team
they should have been this
year. ,
Brill, from p. 7
George K. Gorton, 25,' the
national college director of
the Nixon Re-election com-
mittee.
Efforts by this reporter to
contact Brill at his parents
home in River Edge, N.J.
resulted 'in busy signals,
ringing phones that were
picked up and immediately
put down again, and.finally
a curt response that he
"was not at home and
would not be there."
The original story quoted
Brill as saying that he "got
the impression from Gor-
ton that there were a couple
of others elsewhere doing
the same work ... : .. and
Gorton said there was
someone higher up who
knew." , .
"My job was terminated
two days after the Water-
gate bugging"broke." Brill
was fired on June 19 when
Gorton told him that his
spying efforts were being
discontinued because of
the Watergate on June 17
and because "people at the
White House were upset."
Brill, 20, is a junior
hlstory.rnajor and chairman
of the College Repub-
'licans. The story quoted
'him as saying that he
considers that his work
was "not illegal but maybe
a little unethicaL" He said
that Gorton told him the
operation was "super-
secret. "
Brill said that Gorton
told him at the beginning of
202/ 833·3080 BRI.
now offering
New York Civil Practice & Procedure
Courses and New York.Review
Courses in D.C. and New York,
Contact: BRI, 1346 Conn. Ave.
Suite 320
Washington, D.C.
June "that we might have
to get them (the peace vigil)
out of there (from in front
of the White House).
Gorton said how to remove
the demonstrators would
be up to me... ' ... so I did"
report to him that there was
going to be a drug party
and he said that he'd take
care of it and told me not to
go down there that night."
Craig Hillegass, a Kappa
Sigma fraternity brother of
Brill's, was quoted as
saying: "The way he was
paid was right out of James
Bond. Ted said he once
was told to meet a woman
with a red dress, a white
carnation, and carrying a
newspaper he ex",
changed a written report for
an envelope contalnlnq his
pay."
The GAO, according to
director Huqhes, "will look
into it at once. I don't see
now we can't investigate it
based on the report."................
CONFERENCE ON ALTER-
NATIVE LAW PRACTICE-
Saturday, March 31, from
10 AM to 1PM in the Moot,
Court Roo!11,Catholic Univ.
Course/Professor,
Torts/Schwartz
Park
Seidel son
Sirylnik
*Banzhaf
Contracts/Nash
Freedman
Cibinic
Pock
*Pock
Criminal Law/Allen
. Robinson
Starrs
Adv. Crim.lRobinson
*Starrs
Starrs '
Federal Jur.lSchwartz
Green. D.C.
*Green. D.C.
T & E/Weaver
Kuhn
Kuhn
*Kuhn
Income Tax/Hambrick
, *Speiller
Weaver'
Estate Tax/Hambrick
*Kramer
Real Estate Tax/v'Iucker
Tax Seminar/*Troyer
Special Prob. Tax/*Ellicott
. Estate PJan/*Speiller
Domesric Relati~ns/*Potts
Sales/Rothschild
Ginzburg
*Ginzburg,
Unfair Trade/Weston
Banzhaf,
Harris
*Weston
Environment Law/Reitze
Local Govt. Law/Reitze
*Reitze
Connicts/Seidelson
Dixon
*Dixon "
Admin, Law/Miller
Park
Corporations/Green. H.
Stevenson
International Law/Mallison
*Mallison
Creditors'Rights/Kirkpatrick
*Kirkpatrick
Labor Law/Merrifield
Rothschild
Forensic Medicine/Sharpe
• *Sharpe
Jurisprudence/*Mayo
Securities Regulation/*Cohen
Law and Psychiatry/Allen
Patent Law/*Harris
Propertv/Allrown
Law & Accounting/*Ginzburg
Business Plan/*Flyer
Green. H.
Admiralty/Sharpe
Women & Law/*Stanley
Law & Criminology/
Product Liability/*Sastri
Soviet Law/*Ramundo
Land Development/Brown
Reg'n, of Transportation/*Hill
Chemical Patent/*White
Patent Oftice/*Dunner
Govt, Procurement/*Mclntire
Econ. Development/*Leftwich
Modern Corporation/Miller
Public Econ. Policy/*Snow
Govt,.Contracts/*Nash
Contracts Seminar/Freedman
WateiResources*Cunningham
Public Part. Strategy/Stanton
Disab. & Retire.l*Doherty
Labor Rels .• Fed. Ser'/*Tobias
Urban Poverty/Mirel
Sci. & Leg. Proc'/*Green. H.
'European Com. Mart/Belman
Internl, Trademk.ZeOffner
Intergovt. Relations/Nash
Inti. Law of Air-Sp.l*Dembling
Reg. of IntI. Coercion/Mallison
Median
80
76 ~
75
78
76
73
76
75
77
76
76
74
81
83
87
88
78
84
85
74
73
74
72
70
72
72
72
73
76
82
,83
77
75
77.
76
77
75
88
82
75
77
76
76
72
78
75
80
82
76
78
77
75
75
73
78
75
80
79
75
84
80'79
76
81
83
82
80
82
79
82
82
81
80
80
74
80
77
80
77
82
79
79
85
82
82
83
84
87,
91
86
80
90
No. of Stus.
67
71
84
77
104
86
66
78
72
104
120
91
88
149
54
63
42
166
.200
50
III
65
64
96
105
110
27
97
77
40
20
12
132
125
79
9
60
17
32
72
82
94
68
144
48
59
71
lJ5
107
119
62
33
66
76
31
55
36
32
45
77
58
49 '
53
82
24
8
36
19
33
31
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29
i7
lJ
17
17
13
13
36
21
II
22
9
23
32
15
28
12
II
28
27
14
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